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Daring the Neighbor Mar 17 2021
Anal Sex Extravaganza (Five Hot Anal Butt Sex Erotica Stories) May 07 2020 D.P. Backhaus presents five of her steamiest anal sex
erotica shorts in this red hot collection from Naughty Daydreams press. Whether you like hot first anal sex, rough anal sex, or even
double penetration, this collection has scorching sex so hot it might melt your ereader! 1. FOR MY BIRTHDAY, I GOT MY HOT
WIFE’S ANAL VIRGINITY (A First Anal Sex Erotica Story) George is a hero, a thoracic surgeon who’s always on call, and when
he’s called in on his birthday to save a hero cop shot in the line of duty, his wife is proud as hell. She’s also disappointed because
she’d planned a long day of birthday celebration. George is fine, though, because when he gets home late at night, he’s going to give
his wife her very first anal sex experience! 2. JULIE’S FIRST ANAL DOUBLE TEAM SEX ENCOUNTER (An Anal Sex MMF
Threesome Erotica Story) Julie’s a little put off by the dark and confident stranger who walks into the bar where she and her husband
are having drinks. All the women want him, but Julie wants to keep her desire deeply hidden and under control. Nothing doing
because it turns out the stranger is her husband’s best friend from college, and back then, they shared everything…every single thing.
So, it’s no real surprise when her husband turns to the handsome Dirk and says, “fuck my wife!” She’s about to have anal sex as she
never has before—in a scorching double team sex double penetration! 3. BENT OVER FOR SOME BACKDOOR FUN (A Hot Wife
Anal Sex Erotica Story) When her husband is late from work, this hot wife is angry and doesn’t want to give him the surprise she’d
planned, her body in a sexy latex bodysuit. Instead, she just heads upstairs and lies down angry. Her husband finds the lingerie,
though; and he’s ready for some hardcore sex with his wife. She can’t resist him, but he wants more than what he usually gets, and in
this case that means hard and rough first anal sex! 4. BUTT FUCKED BY MY NEIGHBOR (A MILF Reluctant Anal Sex Erotica
Story) Terri is a little leery of the college kids who have moved in next door. After all, she has two kids she has to get to sleep every
night. On the other hand, this hot MILF can’t help but notice how sexy the young studs are. She’s going to find out just how hot they
can be, too, because when Charlie comes by to borrow some flashlights he wants more than just a little light; he wants this cougar’s
cute little virgin ass! Before long, Terri’s bent over for backdoor sex, her very first anal sex experience. 5. MY HUSBAND SHARED
MY HOT ASS WITH HIS FRIENDS (A Hot Wife Share Anal Sex Gangbang Erotica Story) Usually, Friday nights are times for the
boys to have guy fun and for the girls to have girl fun separately. This Friday night, though, Brandon and Victor have a surprise for
their wives. They’ve invited a few of their friends over, and before the girls even have a chance to finish getting ready for their girl’s
night out, each will be bent over the bed with a husband in her pussy and a stranger in her mouth! That’s not all. Each of these hot
wives is going to have a first anal sex experience…with her husband and his friends!
Mrs. Johnson & The Alpha Part 1 Jun 19 2021 It should have been an uneventful day. Should have been. And maybe it would have
been just an ordinary day if only Mrs. Johnson wasn’t such a blue-eyed, blonde beauty with curves that demand attention. The sort of
attention that can easily lead a woman astray as Mrs. Johnson is about to find out when she answers the door for the stud from next
door. A strikingly handsome alpha-male who is seriously packing. Soon the married woman finds herself behave in ways that color
her cheeks a deep red. Ways that trigger the voice of her conscience but which also turns her into a mess of hormones. But if dealing
with her guilty conscience and excited biology isn’t enough for one day, there is also Mr. Johnson. The same one who believes his
wife is a decent and loyal woman, not a total cheat. Read all about Mrs. Johnson’s unexpected adventure with the stud from next door!
The Swamp Killers Feb 02 2020 Here’s what we know is true. Timmy Milici, a low-level hitter with the infamous Atlanta-based
Duplass crime family, ran off with Melody Duplass to Jacksonville, Florida. Olivia Duplass, her mother and head of the Duplass
family, was incensed, and put a price on Timmy—a hundred thousand for his corpse, but with explicit instructions that her daughter

not be harmed. We know that’s true. Or, at least, we think we do. Sixteen writers tell their versions of what happened those fateful
days in this gripping novel-in-stories, brought to you from the team behind The Night of the Flood. Contributors: E.A. Aymar, Sarah
M. Chen, Hilary Davidson, Alex Dolan, Rebecca Drake, Gwen Florio, Elizabeth Heiter, J.J. Hensley, Susi Holliday, Shannon Kirk,
Tara Laskowski, Jenny Milchman, Alan Orloff, Tom Sweterlitsch, Art Taylor, and Wendy Tyson.
A Hot Summer Jul 21 2021 If you are one of those uptight, never let your hair down, "A" type personalities, then this is not the book
for you. A Hot Summer is indeed a page turner that will not only satisfy your [hidden] sexual desires, but will have you so engulfed in
the characters’ personal lives that you will begin to think that they are your real family and friends. It will leave you gasping for air
with every twist, turn, exposed secrets and heartbreaking death (spoiler). Summer, a beautiful young woman, who from birth was
taught that you use your body to get what you want, will learn [with the help of her freinemy Renia] the true definition of loyalty, love,
friendship, respect and revenge as she navigates into a dangerous world they may be over her head- only time will tell if she can
survive and rise to power.
Bi-Curious Volume 3: Jan 27 2022 Serenity's days and nights may include the finer things in life, but she never pictured it like this.
Her new surroundings come with limitations and expectations, destroying everything that was decent and innocent about her. Her soul
is crushed, and there are no familiar faces around to comfort her. Memories of her past have led her into a bottomless pit of regret and
hopelessness. Carla's search for Serenity begins with nothing promising, but her love for her sister keeps her pushing forward. When
her suspicions turn into actions, she unknowingly triggers a chain of explosive events that threaten her sister's existence. Cass throws
caution to the wind and continues to do business as usual. When his denial about Serenity creates coldness toward his sister Heaven,
he struggles with a life-altering decision. His twisted lies are catching up to him in the worst way. Serenity is in over her head and sees
only one way out. Will she end it all and give up without a fight, or will she be able to play the game of the streets and come out on
top?
Submitting to My Neighbor the Vampire Oct 24 2021 Elena Cortez just found out her new lover, Cassia, is a witch. Which is pretty
great since Cass can use her magic to bring Elena to the heights of unbelievable passion. But when Cassia has to rush out of town on
witch business, she leaves Elena with an unquenchable thirst to be ravished. Fortunately the ultra-sexy Juliana just moved in next
door. Unfortunately, Elena thinks Juliana might be a vampire who wants to bite her sensual and supple skin. Will Elena give in to her
lust for Juliana? Will she be taken by a witch and a vampire at the same time? And how many supernatural creatures live in this
neighborhood anyway? Find out how vampy Elena gets in Book 2 of the Supernatural Submission series! A Lesbian Supernatural
Erotica with a Latina protagonist and featuring lesbian sex, lesbian bondage and submission, vampire sex, magical sex, squirting,
threesomes, and supernatural BDSM! Keywords: sexy female vampire erotica sex romance submission, vampire sexy witch erotica
magic sex bondage BDSM, lesbian erotica bondage submission, Latina erotica sexy Latinas submitting bondage, hot lesbian vampires
witches supernatural erotica, Brazilian lesbian BDSM threesome naked massage oil, sexy with neighbor voyeur hot teacher sex lesbian
Submitting to My Neighbor the Werewolf Aug 22 2021 Elena Cortez is dating a witch. She also has a beautiful vampire neighbor.
Both sexy supernatural creatures love tying Elena up and making her submit in the most magical and decadent ways. But now Elena
has to deal with another supernatural hottie: a sexy, powerful werewolf named Kaia. Who just happens to be in heat and needs to
ravish Elena's sultry, naked body for the entire weekend. Will Elena be able to survive the ultimate test of sexual endurance? Will her
witch and vampire lovers get in on the action? And why is she such a magnet for the hottest supernatural ladies on the planet? Find out
in this fun wolfy continuation of the Supernatural Submission series! A Lesbian Supernatural Erotica with a Latina protagonist and
featuring lesbian sex, lesbian bondage and submission, werewolf shifter sex, vampire sex, witch sex, magical sex, squirting,
threesomes, and supernatural BDSM!
The Tie That Binds Mar 05 2020 In The Tie That Binds, his critically acclaimed first novel, Kent Haruf delivers the sweeping tale of
eighty-year-old Edith Goodnough. Narrated by her neighbour, Edith's tragedies unfold: a tough childhood, a mother's death, a violence
that leaves a father dependent on his children, forever enraged. She is a woman who sacrifices everything in the name of family - until
she is forced to reclaim her freedom in one dramatic and unexpected gesture. Breathtaking and truthful, The Tie That Binds is a
powerful tribute to the demands of rural life, and to the tenacity of the human spirit.
Bad Neighbor Oct 12 2020 He's sexy. He's dangerous. He's right next door. I gave up everything to save my sister from a monster, and
now I'm lying low in this rundown apartment so I can stay out of danger. Hiding from everyone. Except for the guy in apartment 1A.
He's rude. Silent. Muscled, mysterious, and hot as hell. I don't know if he likes me or hates me, but the more time I spend with him,
the less it matters. I want him. And for the first time in my life I'm going to go after what I want. She doesn't belong in my world.
From the second 1B moves in, I know she's keeping secrets. She doesn't belong here, much less with a street fighter like me. But that
doesn't stop me from craving her. Her softness and sweetness. She's a drug, and suddenly I'm addicted. I know someone is going to try
and hurt her and I can't let that happen. But unless I push her away and get her out of my world, that someone could be me...
Badge of Honor: Texas Heroes Collection Three (Books 8-10) Nov 05 2022 Books 8-10 in the Badge of Honor: Texas Heroes series!
Shelter for Sophie As she faced the flames, she realized two things with absolute certainty. She could bear the heat, but she could not
bear losing him. She’s shy, he’s stoic…not the hardest personality traits to overcome, but Sophie Carson and Roman “Chief” Proudfit
definitely have their work cut out for them. Justice for Erin As a game warden, Conor has encountered a lot of big game hunters, but
none like this. Just when the couple thinks they’re on their way to a happily ever after, Erin finds herself in the wrong place at the
wrong time. But there’s no way she’ll just lay down and die. She’s woman enough to save herself—and lead her man to her when
she’s done. Justice for Milena Once she's in his sights he'll crawl through hell to get her back. TJ and Milena have enough secrets and
trust issues to end any relationship before it starts. But when the bad guy closes in, they’ll have to set aside their fears and trust in each
other, to save the one thing that means the world to them both. ** --- Read what others are saying about New York Times bestselling
author, Susan Stoker: "Riveting action and characters you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker never
disappoints. She delivers alpha males with heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author “No one does
military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker knows what women want. A hot hero
who needs to save a damsel in distress…even if she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a Susan
Stoker book you know exactly what you’re going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica
Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love reading about men in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti

McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of tough, alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally satisfied at
the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March, NYT Bestselling Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she
knows how to deliver a perfect HEA while still making sure the villain gets what he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling
Author --- Read the entire Badge of Honor romance series, starting with thevUSAT bestselling start! Justice for Mackenzie Justice for
Mickie Justice for Corrie Justice for Laine Shelter for Elizabeth Justice for Boone Shelter for Adeline Shelter for Sophie Justice for
Erin Justice for Milena Shelter for Blythe Justice for Hope Shelter for Quinn Shelter for Koren Shelter for Penelope Topics:
contemporary romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance,
Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in
romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement,
engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long
series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, cop romance, wealthy hero, firefighter,
fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, swoon,
contemporary, rescue, shelter, protect, justice, claiming, defending, disability, cult, discrimination, body image Other readers of
Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson,
Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton,
Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
Maximum Jul 01 2022 If you ask most men, they’ll tell you my name is Jason. If you ask most women, they’ll tell you my name is
Maximum, ‘cause I’m maximum in bed... Yeah. I like a little action in the sheets, but it doesn’t change the fact that I have
responsibilities. I’m a single dad. My little girl’s sweet mother didn’t live to see her grow up, so now it’s all on me to do by right by
our daughter. Maybe because of that, I’ve never let myself get too close to any woman. They’ve mostly been one-night stands, a week
at most. But I just moved into this new town, and my neighbor, Lucy, she calls to me in a way no one has since my wife was alive.
Damn. I don’t know what to do. I want her bad. Real bad. I’m damn Maximum, right? I can handle her. But maybe that’s not enough.
Maybe I’m not meant to be with a woman long-term anymore. How can I be sure, especially when I have my daughter to consider?
Daring Desires Complete Collection (Books 1 - 5) Aug 10 2020 Are you looking for a dashing new book boyfriend? Indulge in five of
them with Daring Desires. Daring the Neighbor: After daydreaming about him from afar, Sabrina is finally ready to act on her
fantasies with her super-sexy neighbor, Ethan. Will one sizzling night be enough, or will it ignite the burning flames of desire she has
kept deeply buried for so long? Daring his Passion: Reed saw Cassie first. He wanted her first. He ached for her first. But his best
friend claimed her first. When Reed finally gets the chance for a night of scorching passion in the arms of the woman he loves, will it
quench his thirst or leave him yearning for more? Daring Rescue: Cade owes Becca. She needs him. He’ll save her… no matter what.
What happens when the rescuer needs to be rescued? Will Cade and Becca be able to save each other in this suspenseful tale of
robbery versus romance? Daring her Captor: Wyatt is the last man Belle should want.Will they be able to resist the lure of a sexy
enemies-to-lovers romance? Even if they give in to their cravings, will they ever be able to move beyond their roles as captor and
prisoner? Daring the Judge: One night of sizzling passion in each other’s arms threatens to ruin both of their lives. Sienna and Jake
can’t get what they want without destroying each other. Who will come out on top? Ethan, Reed, Cade, Wyatt, and Jake are sexy
heroes who are talented at smudging their ladies’ lipstick, not their mascara. Meet them NOW in The Daring Desires Complete
Collection.
My Hot Boss May 19 2021 Emma From the moment I met Grayson Cole, I knew he was someone I wanted to let in my panties and
maybe, even in my heart. One night, one sexy-as-sin kiss, and several drinks later, our incredible evening turns into a disaster and I'm
apologizing for the vomit spatter on his fancy, black shoes. I never thought I'd see him again after that, no matter how many nights I
spent wishing I would. Until a month later, he waltzes into my office as-MY NEW, HOT BOSS. I'm so screwed. Grayson From the
moment Emma Williams crashed into me I had only one thought - just this night. That's all I wanted. That's all I needed. But fate had a
different plan; I didn't expect to ever see that brunette beauty again, no matter how many nights I spent wishing I would. Until a month
later, I'm introducing myself as her new Boss. Now the smart, gorgeous vixen is challenging me at every opportunity and my desire to
have her has me working for her affections like I've never done before. What is this woman doing to me? Not only am I her Boss, but I
don't do feelings. There's only one way I see this ending. I'm so screwed.
The Neighbor's Pie Jun 07 2020
The Illest Na Na Oct 31 2019 The first ever drama series filled with more sex, drama, scandals, and shocking twists that will have you
on the edge of your seat. Leading ladies, Brianna and Natalie are the best of friends. Both deal with similar issues and they both desire
a man who isn’t theirs. Fighting to win in and out of the court room these rising lawyers are in it, to win it. The Illest Na Na season
one brings in over a dozen characters who somehow get mixed up in a game of tit for tat. No ones heart is safe when the Na Na comes
into play.
ParkCrest View The Love Chronicles Jan 03 2020 * Please Note- This is part of a continuing series.New characters will be introduced
all the time. If an ongoing series isn't for you,you may not want to begin the series. ( But I hope you step into the view! ) Step into the
lives of the residents at the ParkCrest View. There's more drama going on with the people living here than you could ever imagine.
Meet our resident Jazzlyn, a young teacher trying to make the most of her relationship with her first love and boyfriend of four years
Darien.Jazzlyn is finding out first hand that all that glitters isn't gold. There's more to a relationship than having a good looking man
on your arm.With an otherwise perfect life Jazzlyn feels secure with stepping out on her own . After all with family and great friends
she's had since childhood how could she ever go wrong ? One of our newest residents Tyson James seems to have it all. Great looks a
great career at one of the most acclaimed accounting firms in town.Tyson is friendly with everyone yet guards his personal life like
Ft.Knox. Growing up the White son in an all African-American family of course posed it's challenges but he's all the better man for
it.Find out about the secrets and lives...or is it lies ? Surrounding the residents at the ParkCrest View. Enjoy the ParkCrest View
Novelettes. One in a continuing series! The perfect quick read. Book Excerpt : " Now I'ma tell you why I do fu** with you...because I
know you want my black ass and I can. Let me hip you to some shit real fast Trevonne, I pulled your card the day I met your ass."
Darien said chuckling " When I was working at Conways with you, you think I never saw you looking at me all the time? Hell yeah I

did. But your ass thought you were too cute, I mean yeah you pretty or I wouldn't fuck with your ass at all, but you just knew I was
gonna try to holla at your high yella ass! Then when you brought Jazzlyn to the Christmas party it was a wrap the minute we met...you
know your ass fucked up trying to be all bougie and not bringing your ass on and talking to me right? I would have been all yours."
Darien said laughing. " Let me also let your ass know this...you like fu**ing the sh** out of me behind your best friends back because
deep in your mind you think you're better than her any damn way. Let me tell you something, Jazzlyn tops you in every department
with her fine black ass. One thing that makes me love her the way I do...is because this shit right here. Between you and I? Would
have never went down on Jazzlyn's watch. Believe that! Jazzlyn is loyal to her man and her friends and at the end of the day. That's the
type of female a nigga like me want on his team. All day every day." Darien said looking Trevonne dead in her face. " That's not true
Darien" Trevonne said. Barely able to speak tears streaming down her face " I love Jazzlyn like a sister I do. I know this is fucked up
what we're doing, you don't think I realize that?"Trevonne asked. Darien got out of the bed and walked over to Trevonne. "Don't cry
baby, I wasn't trying to make you cry or no sh** like that but I do keep it real with you at all times. Hell,as fu**ed up as it is...I'm
completely honest with you and lied to Jazzlyn." Darien gently held the sides of Trevonne's faces and wiped her tears away and leaned
down and began kissing her slow and deep. He was ready for round two. Tags: ebooks, freebies, urban fiction free, african american ,
Urban Fiction, African American Romance, Urban Romance, Black Romance, Black Authors, Urban books black authors, urban
books black authors , african american books, free books, free full books by candace mumford, urban romance,ms.bam,interracial
romance,African-American romance
Her Big City Neighbor Feb 13 2021 First in series freebie! A grumpy/sunshine rom-com. When small-town engineer Amy Sharpe
inherits a house in Toronto, she decides it’s the perfect opportunity to start over and go back to school. Away from the family that
takes her for granted, away from the ex who expected so much and gave little in return. The new Amy enjoys wandering around the
city and frequenting bubble tea shops, German beer halls, dim sum restaurants, and coffee bars serving Japanese pastries. She has a
roommate with the same name as her favorite fictional character, and a group of friends who meet at a cider bar every couple of
weeks. The new Amy is also in lust with her brooding, tattooed next-door neighbor, Victor Choi, who is far from friendly but looks
really hot cutting the grass without a shirt. Too bad the grass doesn’t grow faster. As she starts telling him about her daily
adventures—and as a little kissing in the garden becomes a regular activity—Amy begins to feel more than lust. But she fears she’s
falling into her old patterns in relationships and refuses to let herself be underappreciated again. Is Victor really more than a hot fling?
And what’s he hiding behind that grumpy exterior? * * * KEYWORDS: interracial romance, Asian hero, Toronto, rom-com, romantic
comedy, contemporary romance, steamy romance, grumpy sunshine, opposites attract, neighbors, big city romance, Canadian
romance, happy ending, no cliffhanger
The Schemer (A Hot Romantic Comedy) Apr 17 2021 Don't miss the hot new romantic comedy follow-up to the smash hit The
Charmer... Tyler Jacobson has a plan for everything—except how to handle his completely annoying, utterly frustrating, and totally
sexy upstairs neighbor. He couldn’t care less if Everly Ribinski thinks he’s equally irritating—until he discovers she’s the only one
who can help him land a business deal that will finally make him feel like he’s more than just a guy from the wrong side of the tracks.
Color him shocked when Everly refuses to help, insisting she should have run him over in the parking garage when she had the
chance. Harsh. But possibly deserved. Tyler may have spent the last few months reveling in annoying the fiery gallery owner with a
dark past, but he’s got secret leverage she can’t refuse. If only they could stop trying to one-up each other long enough to realize the
pranks are nothing more than foreplay. Of course, he figures it out quicker. He's smart like that. Too bad Everly wants nothing to do
with him. Or does she? Wait. What is she up to now? For a man who’s always scheming, the best-laid plans never felt so good falling
apart... Each book in the Harbor City series is STANDALONE * The Negotiator * The Charmer * The Schemer
Breeding His Neighbor Jun 27 2019 She was John's neighbor, and that was one reason she was totally off limits. The other reason
was the fact that he was married. Lucky for old John, his wife was away overseas on business for an entire week... With the house all
to himself, things got a little lonely... So he decided to invite his neighbor over for a little company... He'd never cheated on his wife
before. He couldn't believe that he was about to. And it was going to be even worse than that. He was going to cheat, and he wasn't
going to use protection! Keywords: naughty, first time, alpha male, cheating, affair, steamy, short read, quickie
By Invitation Only Aug 02 2022 Sensation. A sacred place free from judgment or inhibitions. The only rule: Ask before you touch.
Sensation is an exclusive black-tie party attended by at least one hundred and fifty of the clubs most privileged members, and held
once a month at an undisclosed mansion in Beverly Hills. You may watch. You may interact. You can come together or you can
choose to come alone. The choice is yours. Would you like it rough? Would you like to be caressed and worshipped? Or would you
simply like to observe? What do you desire?
War of the Encyclopaedists Dec 26 2021 Best friends separated by global events after college, Mickey Montauk and Halifax
Corderoy keep in touch with one another by editing a Wikipedia article about themselves.
Dangerous Consequences Sep 30 2019 Author Lisa Renee Johnson delivers an edgy, sexy novel about a man who has it all—until one
night changes everything . . . Dubbed the “Sex Doctor” on his local radio show, psychologist Donathan James advises callers on their
sexual issues. With his gorgeous and brilliant neurosurgeon wife, Sydney, at home and women flirting with the hot doctor everywhere
he goes, Donathan is living the high life. But when he wakes up naked and drugged in a hotel room, with no memory of the evening
before, the doctor suddenly has problems of his own. Soon, Donathan’s sexy stalker is sending him photographic evidence of what
they did that night, turning up in his office to rant about her unstable past, and demanding they meet again and again. All Donathan
wants is his life back—and for his wife not to find out. But when the relentless stranger goes too far, it leads him to discover his
beloved wife has secrets of her own. Now, to save their marriage, Mr. and Mrs. James will have to hold on tight to survive the
bumpiest ride of their lives. “An edgy tale eager to be told. The pace is blazing hot!” —Victor McGlothin “A fast-paced, suspensefilled, dramatic curve ball that will keep you turning the pages.” —Sistah Friend Book Club “An exceptional read . . . fast paced and
full of drama.” —OOSA Book Club “Layered with enough suspense and drama to send your mind racing." —BookReferees.com
Romancing the Neighbor's Babysitter B2 Dec 14 2020 Software developer Brett Carpenter no longer single, dating pretty Sophia
Jordan, a veterinarian student finds out having a girlfriend is a lot harder than wanting a girlfriend. 10k
New Neighbor Sep 22 2021 Tori and Autumn are best friends who share a home in San Jose. They’re looking for something more
when they meet Brooklyn, A.K.A. Brook, who’s just moved into the neighborhood. They check her out at the Independence Day

picnic. Later, when thugs try to steal Tori’s car, Brook comes to the girls’ rescue. After the cops take the crooks away, Tori and
Autumn invite Brook home to care for her wounds, and then invite her to dinner. One thing leads to another, and at some point, all
three women discover they all like spanking. Plied with liquid courage, Brook, Tori, and Autumn all end up together in bed. But will it
end up being a one-night stand or will affections grow between the threesome?
Shelter for Sophie: A Firefighter Police Romantic Suspense Sep 03 2022 As she faced the flames, she realized two things with
absolute certainty. She could bear the heat, but she could not bear losing him. She’s shy, he’s stoic…not the hardest personality traits
to overcome, but Sophie Carson and Roman “Chief” Proudfit have their work cut out for them. Sophie has a crush on the silent-butstudly firefighter next door. She’s been pining away silently while secretly helping the hardworking man by mowing his lawn—which
he thinks is being done by her nonexistent husband and/or boyfriend. He’s definitely not big on neighborly chitchat, but with her
stutter, that suits Sophie just fine. But now a misunderstanding at a bar has put him even further out of her reach. Roman’s difficult
upbringing on an Indian reservation is a sore spot, so when he thinks Sophie is taking advantage of poor people for medical trials at
her workplace, he lets her know exactly what he thinks. But when he discovers he misunderstood, he’s man enough to admit it…and
also that he should have opened his eyes to his beautiful, sensitive neighbor sooner. As the couple gets closer, each helping the other
overcome lifelong pains, for the first time in years, Roman has something to live for other than his job. And, as he discovers when
Sophie puts herself in danger, something even bigger to lose… ** Shelter for Sophie is the 8th book in the Badge of Honor: Texas
Heroes Series. Each book is a stand-alone, with no cliffhanger endings. --- Read what others are saying about New York Times
bestselling author, Susan Stoker: "Riveting action and characters you'll love!” Elle James, NYT Bestselling Author "Susan Stoker is
the master of military romantic suspense. She's my go-to author for sexy alpha hero and strong, sassy heroines." Riley Edwards,
USAT Bestselling Author “If you love alpha heroes and nail-biting romantic suspense, then you can’t go wrong with Susan Stoker.”
Sawyer Bennett, NYT Bestselling Author “Nail biting suspense, heartwarming charm, and downright sexy characters you can't help
but fall in love with.” Lainey Reese, USA Today Bestselling Author “Nobody does intense action better than Susan Stoker” Desiree
Holt, USAT Bestselling Author “Another winner! Sexy and action-packed, what I’ve come to expect from Susan Stoker! Cristin
Harber, NYT Bestselling Author "Susan does romantic suspense right! Edge of my seat + smokin' hot = read ALL of her books!
Now.” Carly Phillips, NY Times Bestselling Author --- Read the entire Badge of Honor romance series, starting with the USAT
bestselling start! Justice for Mackenzie Justice for Mickie Justice for Corrie Justice for Laine Shelter for Elizabeth Justice for Boone
Shelter for Adeline Shelter for Sophie Justice for Erin Justice for Milena Shelter for Blythe Justice for Hope Shelter for Quinn Shelter
for Koren Shelter for Penelope Topics: contemporary romance, military romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw
romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller,
homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance, lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan
stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance,
new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, indian, native-american, native-american romance, Arizona, legends,
paranormal, dog, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series,
long series, long romance series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, policeman, hospital, doctor, cop romance,
wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love,
sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann
Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris, Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin
Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin, Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn
Vale, and Kristen Proby.
Brody Dec 02 2019 Hot Mechanics, Mercenaries, and the Mafia...Oh my! Brody "Brutus" Jackson isn't your average small-town
mechanic. The garage where he works doubles as the headquarters for a ruthless team of mercenaries. They're all bosses under the
hood, lethal behind the gun, and just shady enough to handle any job that comes their way. There's a reason they call themselves the
Bang Shift. For a man with no memory of his past and no care of the future, it's the perfect arrangement. Alexandria Collins knows
how to pack fast and run thanks to years of FBI protection from the mafia. When her car breaks down in the middle of nowhere, she
finds herself stuck at a garage surrounded by the toughest looking men she's ever seen. That shouldn't be possible considering her past,
but what troubles her more is the sexy-as-hell mechanic staring at her, awakening something she thought died the night her ex shot
her. When the feds hire the Bang Shift to protect the beautiful new lady in town, Brody is rocked to his core and not because of how
much danger she's in or how hot she is. After all these years, he finally remembers something from his past...her. When the past and
present collide, no one escapes the wreckage. Scroll up and grab your copy today! *** A steamy, standalone contemporary, full-length
romantic suspense. First in series! Originally released as Darkest Sin. Re-released and updated in 2020.***
Good Neighbor Mar 29 2022 Detective Noah Dennis's career is right on track. He has a job he loves, a work partner who looks out
for him, and a great new apartment, complete with very attractive barista across the hall. Convinced that any sort of love life isn't for
him, he's content to flirt and let that be the end of it. There is no time for love in his life right now. At least, that's what he tells himself.
Max Kenner is just trying to get by in life. College leaves him time or money for anything else. He has so few needs out of necessity
that he splurges on those things that give him happiness. While his sexy neighbor certainly fills that requirement, it's taking some work
to get the man When Noah interrupts a burglary in progress in Max's apartment, he pays for it with a bump on the head. The upside is
that it allows him to be closer to his favorite barista. This standalone 20k word instalove novella has a haggard detective and a sweet
barista who are determined to find their HEA.
Pejorative Suffixes and Combining Forms in English Aug 29 2019 The book is a research monograph that reviews and revises the
concept of linguistic pejoration, and explores the role of 15 suffixes and combining forms, such as -ie, -o, -ard, -holic, -rrhea, -itis, porn, -ish, in the formation of English pejoratives. The examination of the inner structure of the resulting derivatives is based on an
innovative methodology that encompasses the theories and approaches of Construction Morphology, Componential Analysis, and
Morphopragmatics. Following the principles of this methodology, pejorative words collected from dictionaries and corpora (a total of
approximately 950 words) are abstracted into generalizations (or constructional schemas) where structural and functional similarities
are used to cognitively trace the ways in which negative (or derisive) meaning is connected with a specific form. Through this
multifaceted methodology, my analysis showcases the fact that the universal properties of ‘diminution’, ‘excess’, ‘resemblance’, and

‘metonymization’ are what underlie the making of pejorative meaning. These generalizations, along with the schematic representations
of formatives, can help linguists, or linguistics enthusiasts in general, to understand the conventions and intricacy of lexical pejoration.
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood Nov 12 2020 Quentin Tarantino's long-awaited first work of fiction - at once hilarious, delicious,
and brutal - is the always surprising, sometimes shocking new novel based on his Academy Award-winning film. RICK DALTON Once he had his own TV series, but now Rick's a washed-up villain-of-the week drowning his sorrows in whiskey sours. Will a phone
call from Rome save his fate or seal it? CLIFF BOOTH - Rick's stunt double, and the most infamous man on any movie set because
he's the only one there who might have gotten away with murder . . . SHARON TATE - She left Texas to chase a movie-star dream,
and found it. Sharon's salad days are now spent on Cielo Drive, high in the Hollywood Hills. CHARLES MANSON - The ex-con's got
a bunch of zonked-out hippies thinking he's their spiritual leader, but he'd trade it all to be a rock 'n' roll star. HOLLYWOOD 1969 YOU SHOULDA BEEN THERE
Badge of Honor Complete Collection Oct 04 2022 Get the entire Badge of Honor Series in ONE file for a reduced price! All 15 books
in the series in one place! Get your binge on today! This complete series box set includes: Justice for Mackenzie Justice for Mickie
Justice for Corrie Justice for Laine Shelter for Elizabeth Justice for Boone Shelter for Adeline Shelter for Sophie Justice for Erin
Justice for Milena Shelter for Blythe Justice for Hope Shelter for Quinn Shelter for Koren Shelter for Penelope --- Read what others
are saying about New York Times bestselling author, Susan Stoker: “Susan Stoker never disappoints. She delivers alpha males with
heart and heroines with moxie.” Jana Aston, NYT Bestselling Author “No one does military romance like Susan Stoker!” Corinne
Michaels, NYT Bestselling Author “Susan Stoker knows what women want. A hot hero who needs to save a damsel in distress…even
if she can save herself!” CD Reiss, NYT Bestselling Author “When you pick up a Susan Stoker book you know exactly what you’re
going to get…a hot alpha hero and a smart, sassy heroine. I can’t get enough!” Jessica Hawkins, USAT Bestselling Author “I love
reading about men in uniform and Susan always delivers…the full package!” Kayti McGee “Susan writes the perfect blend of tough,
alpha heroes and strong yet vulnerable heroines. I always feel emotionally satisfied at the end of one of her stories!” Meghan March,
NYT Bestselling Author “One thing I love about Susan Stoker’s books is that she knows how to deliver a perfect HEA while still
making sure the villain gets what he/she deserves!” T.M. Frazier, NYT Bestselling Author --- Topics: contemporary romance, military
romance, series, romantic suspense series, mystery, bbw romance, funny romance, modern romance, urban romance, Texas, Texas
romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, homeless romance, city romance, smart romance, mystery, dogs in romance,
lighthearted romance, hot romance, susan stoker, susan stoker romance, proposal, proposal romance, engagement, engagement
romance, new york times bestseller romance, NYT romance, new york times romance, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family,
love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary, contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance
series, army, army series, former military, cop, police officer, handicap, blind, service dog, PTSD, military, policeman, cop romance,
wealthy hero, firefighter, fireman, fireman romance, sassy, strong heroine, captivating romance, hot, hot romance, forbidden love,
sparks, loyalty, swoon, contemporary, rescue, kidnap, handicap, justice, single mother, Texas, Officer, enlisted, daughter, shelter,
claiming, defending, protect, damsel in distress, hospital, doctor, drama, action and adventure, action romance, Texas, Delta Force,
Army romance, veteran, disabled veteran, former soldier, soldier, romantic, paraplegic, Emotional, HEA, silver fox, seasoned romance
Other readers of Stoker's books enjoyed books by: Riley Edwards, Caitlyn O'Leary, Maryann Jordan, Dale Mayer, Lynn Raye Harris,
Cat Johnson, Alexis Abbott, Meli Raine, Nicole Elliot, Lori Ryan, Meghan March, Kristin Ashley, Kris Michaels, Brittney Sahin,
Sharon Hamilton, Catherine Cowles, Lexi Blake, Piper Davenport, Abbie Zanders, Lani Lynn Vale, and Kristen Proby.
The Daring Desires Series Sep 10 2020 Are you looking for a dashing new book boyfriend? Indulge in three of them with Books 1 – 3
of Daring Desires. Daring the Neighbor: After daydreaming about him from afar, Sabrina is finally ready to act on her fantasies with
her super-sexy neighbor, Ethan. Will one sizzling night be enough, or will it ignite the burning flames of desire she has kept deeply
buried for so long? Daring his Passion: Reed saw Cassie first. He wanted her first. He ached for her first. But his best friend claimed
her first. When Reed finally gets the chance for a night of scorching passion in the arms of the woman he loves, will it quench his
thirst or leave him yearning for more? Daring Rescue: Cade owes Becca. She needs him. He’ll save her… no matter what. What
happens when the rescuer needs to be rescued? Will Cade and Becca be able to save each other in this suspenseful tale of robbery
versus romance? Fans of Sylvia Day, Ruth Cardello, and Helen Hardt are sure to enjoy reading this steamy contemporary romance
series. Ethan, Reed, and Cade are sexy heroes who are talented at smudging their ladies’ lipstick, not their mascara. Meet them NOW
in The Daring Desires Series.
Romancing the Neighbor's Babysitter Jan 15 2021 Software developer Brett Carpenter no longer a poor geek readied himself to date a
pretty-ten-scale female, Sophia Jordan, who just happens to be his next-door neighbor's hot babysitter. Will he succeed or not? Read
on. 22k words
Play pretend May 31 2022 TWO steamy romance stories CARMELA (40+ divorced story) Carmela Beltran found her play pretend
cohort in Hayes Felker. A fun, simple (and mutually agreed upon) platonic match-up. But denying their growing attraction isn’t so
simple–especially for these two relationship wary divorcees. MARIANELA (reality show) When Mari Randall meets Finn Barron in
try-outs for a reality TV show, they form a partnership to help each other advance. But things aren’t exactly as they seem and it’s
looking like one – or both – might lose more than just the chance at money and fame. Ambition, betrayal and possible love are in play.
How Hard Can It Be? Nov 24 2021 An “outrageous, profane, hilarious, sexy and all kinds of wacky” romantic comedy from theNew
York Times bestselling author of Size Matters (Michelle Rowen, national bestselling author). What happens when an accountant
decides to grab life by the horns and try something new? Apparently a pirate named Dave, a lot of pastel fleece, and blackmail—just to
start with . . . Visualize and succeed, Oprah said. I was sure as hell trying, even if my campaign to score a job as the local weather girl
had ended in a restraining order. Okay, TV was not my strength. But a lack of talent has never stopped me before. Which is why I’ve
embarked on a writing career. I mean, how hard can it be to come up with a sexy romance? Leave it to me to wind up in a group of
porno writing grannies who discuss sex toys and apple cobbler in the same breath. Also leave it to me to leak an outlandish plot idea to
a bestselling author with the morals of a rabid squirrel. And only I could get arrested for a jewelry heist I didn’t commit—by a hunky
cop whose handcuffs just might tempt me to sign up for a life of crime. Maybe I’ve found my calling after all . . . “A zany over-the-top
rompfest.”—Lexi George, author of Demon Hunting with a Sexy Ex “The most f*cked-up bag of wonderful crazy ever.”—Dear
Author “If readers are in the mood for hilarious kinkiness woven through a fun romance, then this is the book to try.”—Long and

Short Reviews (4 stars)
California Crush Apr 29 2022 She’s never dating again. He’s up for the challenge… When Sasha gets transferred out west, she
welcomes the added distance from her abusive ex-boyfriend. After all, he’s the reason she feels vulnerable toward men, having been
pushed into an emotional corner she’s unwilling to escape. Yeah, she knows it sounds pathetic, but she doesn’t care. There’s a certain
amount of comfort that comes with a walled-off heart. She just wishes her best friend would get the memo and stay out of her love life.
Aaron is a dominant man, professionally and personally, but true pleasure has eluded him. Willing women have come too easily, so
has the money from closing many of the hottest real estate transactions in his area. He’s in a rut, unsure if he’s pushed his boundaries
one too many times or if he just needs to find a greater challenge. When his new sister-in-law asks him to help her beautiful friend get
settled in town, he finds his answer…and he sure as hell doesn’t like what it means. Aaron and Sasha can’t ignore the sparks flying
between them, but will he be able to crush the walls erected around her heart without being pushed against one himself? So many
walls to scale. Two hearts to heal. One hot Love in the California sun. *** A steamy, standalone contemporary romance featuring a
matchmaking best friend, a scarred heroine, and a playboy hero. Originally released as Against The Wall. Updated and re-released in
2020.***
Diary of a Neighbor Jul 09 2020 A frustrated college student records her miserable days she spends in apartments with no-so perfect
neighbors and a low income. She manages to keep her sanity by working on college studies and reading the bible.
Tarnished Heart Jul 29 2019 At last an eye catching thriller about an interracial couple trying to live out their american dream, but
finding themselves trapped in a house of horrors. The suspenseful book will take you on a journey filled with thrills and unexpected
turns. Nicolas is a hard working realtor, who moved his untrustworthy wife Tammy from the big city to a quit and peaceful town....
haunted by an infamous cereal killer. The ending of this revetting and lustful tail will leave you awe.
Stoned, Naked, and Looking in My Neighbor's Window Apr 05 2020 The creator of grouphug.us shares the story of how he created
this confessional Web site that attracted three million hits in the first few months and discusses some of the things people confess
anonymously. Original.
Her Marine Next Door Feb 25 2022 My next door neighbor Parker Jax is not my type. He’s covered in tats, rides a motorcycle, and his
parties keep me up all night. The fact he’s sexy as sin doesn’t change the fact we are oil and water. I’m a quiet artist. He’s a rowdy
marine. I’ve got a broken heart. I’m convinced he doesn’t have a heart at all. Thankfully, my bad-boy neighbor is on leave from the
Marines for only thirty days. But then the jerk has to go and show me that he has a soft side beneath all those hard muscles. He
actually leaves his own party to help me, and he didn’t even have to. Fantastic. Now I owe him. I’m not worried, though. What are the
chances he’ll need me to do anything before the month is up? But when a woman shows up with a kid at her side, knocking on
Parker’s door, it turns out those chances are pretty good...
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